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“GLOBAL AWAKENING means individuals and
communities becoming aware of and embracing their
true nature – one of interconnectedness, service, and
spirituality, as we express extraordinary dimensions of
our larger being. “
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“Truth or Consequences”

Bifurcations and the Future
of Humanity
By Alex Kochkin
Note: The material present here is a bridge between the preceding material on the transformational
process and background to a following article on the control over freewill and the engineering of
false memes among humanity. For those expecting to be involved in the emergence of an awakened
humanity and the building of a new earth, the concepts presented here are tantamount to a basic
and advanced field manual to navigate the waters of the initial transition period.

“True Oneness with Original Creation is a high level resonance and attractor
through which genuine healing and spiritual evolution can take place.”

Preface
This article is concerned with the enormous choices humanity are being presented with. These
choices are stimulated by a combination of the breakdown of the world of the matrix
controllers (the-powers-that-be - TPTB) -- and the restoration of connection to higher self and
reconnection to Original Source/Creation. One development in this process is multiple
bifurcations within humanity and a “vibrational differentiation” that is part of a larger
transformational process.
The material contained here is one contribution toward helping people move closer to
restoring their true free-will in connection with higher self and Original Creation. This is
challenging for people living in a world of distorted social memes, a human world built upon
falsehoods. Regardless of what people are being told to believe, the “matrix world” that
everyone is conditioned to identify with is falling apart. Thus for growing numbers of people, it
will become easier to reject the old and work toward creating something new.
These days it is easier to recognize the falsehoods of the social and political leaders who
represent the dominant paradigm -- but that only touches the surface of a much deeper and
grave situation. As we have said before, it is important to look both ways before crossing a
busy street -- as well as up down and all around.
As more people reject more and more facets of the old reality, including established
government, religion, economy, social relations, etc., there will be a natural opening to
alternatives. At that point, recognizing falsehood and distortions will not be so straightforward.
In anticipation of the period we are now in, deliberate manipulations have been prepared and
set in motion, especially in recent decades. Most people who, naively but with good intentions,
identify with various social-spiritual-progressive alternatives are, at present and for the most
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part, unable to distinguish falsehood from what is truth. The core energies and core orientation
of most of these groups and leaders have been developed and honed over a period of many
decades while the “rank and file” constituencies have been conditioned to accept various
falsehoods masquerading as truth. The major religions that humanity recognizes represent
only one form of this control. A back-up plan by the dark controllers has been in preparation
for the day when the hold of religious institutions weakens as does the social and economic
order of the modern world (“old world order”). This back up plan includes today most of the
“new age” or “integralist” tendencies that are based upon falsehoods and distortions. We are
now in that period. A complex process of social conditioning has been underway a great long
time, and intensely accelerated around the time of the development of the atomic bomb. This
is a topic that is dealt with in more depth in the article on “meme control” which follows in
this issue.
While we can offer general guidance and criteria to those who prefer to exercise discernment,
ultimately it is in your connection with your own higher self and true Source that a proper
access to truth will be found. Once a conscious relationship with Source and higher self is
established, then humanity will find it possible to create a new reality. This is not found in
seminars and or from “gurus” -- and it is free to one and all.
In this article we address some of the features of the bifurcations to help navigate the near
future. We also continue with the theme of attachment to the old ways, especially for those
who gravitate toward spirituality. How to be in the world yet not of it, is one starting point.
The terms, “true Creator” and “original Source” are used interchangeably and signify
distinction from the dark forces and false gods who otherwise would have humanity believe
them to be the “true” creator gods. (As usual, material in this article should be taken in the
larger context of the contents of this issue of Global Awakening News.)

Introduction
In the 1940’s there was a radio show called “Truth or Consequences” that later became a very
popular television “game show” running on and off for forty years. If a contestant could not
adequately address the part concerning “truth” there would be consequences (of a seemingly
harmless nature) and usually a “human interest” angle included. More than simple minded
entertainment, perhaps this was also a brilliant bit of opportunistic social engineering in which
people were programmed to expect that the truth was not always so important and that
consequences would be benign, and so helped set the stage for the current level of
degeneration of basic awareness as well as social operating ethics.
The baby boom generation was born into an era of falsehoods supported by electronic mass
communications and applied research into personal and mass psychology. People all over the
world were understandably distracted by the post-war commercial boom, cheery (but false)
assumptions that the fascist/axis was defeated in WWII, the allies/western “democracy” won,
and that it was possible to learn to “live with the bomb”. Truth? or Consequences? The reality
has been that the USA was to become a primary funding, supply, and operations center, rear
base camp, and command headquarters of convenience for the most powerful group of global
controllers in thousands of years. Fortunately this situation is ending.
How was this managed? Was it all just happenstance or a series of bad choices on the part of
various nations’ populations? Or is there more to the story? How is it that entire nations and
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nearly 7 billion people fell under such a “spell”? So one good question would be whether there
has been a far-seeing and guiding “hand”, always nudging, tweaking, and occasionally
violently shifting human society? If so, for what purpose? While this article mainly concerns
itself with the various bifurcations of humanity; the one that follows on “meme engineering”
discusses the patterns of the “hidden hand” – connecting more of the “dots” as it would be.
If more can recognize these patterns, then more can leave the old world order. Seeing beyond
the illusion of falsehoods also helps those who will be helping create a “new way” for
humanity, to recognize patterns that are inherently “back-up” programs of the dark forces
designed to assure their continuance.
If there were to be an opportunity to shift from control to cooperation, it will be those who are
aware of the deeper patterns of reality that will be able to make a difference as the situations
arise. This refers directly to a shifting of influence via consciousness as a powerful energetic
intent.) Those who react to the problems perceived by
opposing the old paradigm, no matter how righteous
A New “Operating System” and Then
Some
their cause, will find themselves further enmeshed with
the control matrix energetically and practically. This is
The transformational process can be
an enormous challenge to many today. Holding
compared to a new “operating system”
attachments and reacting against the changes taking
release that includes special codes to delete
place, contribute to unstable oscillations between
much of the falsehoods, distortions,
spiritual orientation and the orientation to physicality
malware, viruses, and spyware –and at the
and only serve to prolong a painful situation.
same time effect a huge upgrade to the
It is a nearly impossible situation to be on a
transformational or ascension track and “fight” the
powers that be or try to correct/fix the appalling
situation of 3-d density life that the rule of the-powersthat-be and the dark forces has brought.
That said, there are those individuals who have
metaphorically taken on a role to “hold the door open”
for others, to “help stop the traffic” to make it easier for
more to cross over, or to point in the general direction
of transformational change. Of those who have taken on
such a role, there are those who have done so without
full benefit of connection to their higher true self. Given
the challenges to a human personality that is partially
aware, it is a rare number who perform such service
while retaining a high level of spiritual awareness.

physical systems as well. At first this is
developed by small working groups who in
turn act as their own patient/clients. The
next level of improvements is then shared
with a larger test group. Eventually there is
a pilot production run release to a
population most able to take advantage of
these improvements and who in turn can
help increase the new operating system’s
effectiveness while engaged in distributing
it further. Eventually large numbers of
people have received the new operating
system and many of the initial recipients
are busily engaged helping people
everywhere how to get the most out this.
While this is occurring, there will be those
who basic “wiring” and damaged
“operating system” may be incompatible
with these new upgrades and will be in
need of special remediation.

The majority of people who are enmeshed in fighting
the righteous fight are doing so out of a genuine desire
to effect change but without the benefit of their own higher-self guidance. Hence, they find
themselves locked in to the very system they so despise. There are those who say they reject
the old ways, but do this more out a negative impulse of protest. Such unconscious
attachments necessarily hold many back from their evolution as spiritual beings.
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What is coming up for humanity is the possibility of a new freedom to intend a future that is in
accord with our nature as spiritual beings, spiritual evolution, and most importantly in
conscious connection and partnership with original Source/true Creator.

Bifurcation Model: Physicality and Spirituality
The question of a bifurcation in social reality is now an urgent and practical matter. There are
reports from various “look-aheads” that show new communities of people forming, mostly
stimulated by a confluence of crises in societal and planetary environments. If this represents
a broad category of “as below” in terms of the bifurcations, then an “as above” counterpart
would be a vibrational separation between those vibrating above and those vibrating below
some relative threshold. Such a threshold represents a demarcation or differentiation between
3-d existence and higher dimensional existence. From this we coined the term, ”vibrationally
differentiated” and discuss its significance in the article on transformation and ascension that
appears earlier in this issue.
Recently, various bifurcations have been noted by aware observers. In our view, these changes
are consistent with the process of Creation engaging in a type of “mitosis” in making new
creations, new realities. (It permits a newly birthed creation to develop its uniqueness without
influence from what preceded its creation, and so there would be a certain detaching from the
creation system that initially birthed it.) In our immediate situation there is a portion of
humanity focused on creating a new way of life that would be separating out from the old. An
ongoing stream of people would eventually migrate from the old to the new. Just as there will
be those migrating to a more evolved life on earth, over time there will be a stream of people
“vibrating out” of the old reality and into a new one.
There are two major tendencies within humanity with a great deal of amplification occurring
within each group due to deliberate and unconscious influences:
 On one hand, there is a growing number of people moving into alignment with their
spiritual evolution than ever before. These individuals are a part of the early waves of
humanity who are moving forward in their evolution of consciousness and energetic makeup.
 On the other hand there are those who are enmeshed in physicality and who identify
with the dominant paradigm, the control matrix. This latter group includes both those of
wealth and social-material power as well as those without wealth or social-material
influence. Some who are most vociferous in their opposition to the control matrix may not
realize it, but they are overly identified with its fundamental parameters.
While humanity is generally differentiated in this way, individuals and networks shift between
these two paradigms. In response to what they perceive of the world they are in, individuals
see-saw back and forth between these two tendencies. Those who would initially say they are
spiritually-minded can forget this in a moment and devote all their energy to some political
campaign or protest whose false purposes they are unaware of.
There actually are many bifurcations occurring in society in response to various situations
relative to the planetary environment, and social, political, and economic environments. There
will be a bifurcation between those who deliberately support the insanity of the existing order
and those who would opt out. There will be a bifurcation between those who reject the effects
of the old ways but do not reject the basic premises of the old (such as the right to private
expropriation of wealth). There will be a bifurcation between those attached to the familiar old
ways and those who are in the process of rejecting those ways in favor of creating something
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new that could benefit humanity’s social evolution. There will be a bifurcation between
peaceful cooperation and violent conflict. There will be a bifurcation among religious
adherents as some turn away from the major religions and their controlling doctrines and
others stay “adhered”. These are all examples of old ways undergoing breakdown and change.
These bifurcations are like a fracturing of society
and can expose basic tendencies in the population
to better scrutiny. In a period of great disorder,
there is a natural tendency to work hard at
remaking familiar facets of social order and
infrastructure. At the most basic and simple level
of individual and social awareness there is a
combination of rejecting the old while creating
practical alternatives, short and long term.
Within a population who are seeking short term
responses, there will be an underlying tendency to
hope for restoration of “normalcy” or something
approximating what has been familiar to them.

Bifurcation Patterns

Transformational Path
and Reconnection with
True Source
Now

Overlapping Zones

Polarity and Separation
dynamics with the old
”matrix world”

One of the most significant of all the initial
of Change
bifurcations will be between those who embrace
(non-religious) spiritual growth and those who do not. In some ways this can be regarded as an
“as above/as below” dynamic played out in the sphere of human existence. On the one hand
there will be those who identify with higher vibratory existence and expanded awareness and
on the other hand, there will be those who maintain their identification and enmeshments
with the 3-d world. In the latter tendency, it will not matter if they support or oppose the old
order, the dynamic of enmeshment is essentially the same. The fraction of the population
identified with ascension and transformation will be changing, always increasing. By 2009,
this is likely to become an emerging focus among those who are more spiritually oriented. The
initially small fraction of people most likely to become involved in the new energies represents
a large number of people, given the size of the human population today.

Attachments – Social and Personal
Recently we had a long phone visit with a friend who is in the process of addressing their life
priorities. With all their heartfelt caring for various causes related to local wildlife and
community, it was as if they were trying to “fix everything” yet had forgotten about their own
higher nature and purpose as a spiritual being. Rather than have money to replace their
broken down car or a replacement computer for one that had been damaged, they had added
material and energetic baggage to such an extent that they were in a state of material and
emotional stress. This person is single, has no unusual personal obligations, no family to
support, and has a steady job in a wonderful small town community that they cherish being a
part of. In their microcosm of the larger human world, they had set before themselves an
impossible situation that in a way reflected a type of human-centric arrogance that every
species must be "saved" etc. They had lost track of the larger picture and had not established
an adequate connection with some form of personal higher guidance.
The point here in this story is that sooner or later, nearly everyone will find themselves
addressing fundamental questions of their existence as a spiritual being. At one point, it was
considered “enlightened” to arrive at a point of awareness to simply “be”. The question of
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“why to be” is a vital one at so many levels. This will be one of the challenges to a revitalized
Creation. Why to be. This "as above" concept also translates into an "as below" counterpart to
our individual human lives at present. This is an important matter to reflect on, as the clarity
that results helps us to engage with others and with our environment from a position of free
will choice, and not from duty bound obligations that
Tracking Social Bifurcations
were imprinted on us to habitually carry on. Humans
are being presented with another level of challenges –
It is very significant that HalfPastHuman (HPH)
the nature of existence and terms for existing. Are we
www.halfpasthuman.com) recently detected
beings on a spiritual evolutionary trajectory or
language patterns that indicate a global
spiritual experience occurring in 2009. They
ego/survival driven bipeds?
As we wrote in the Preface to this issue of GA News, in
addressing our attachments, there is the challenge of
how to be detached, yet caring. Detached yet loving.
Detached, yet engaged with others. For some it is the
attachment to helping or “saving” humanity or the
attachment to human existence.
At the root of nearly all attachments is the limitation
of the human personality mind. From that
perspective, this human body-centered life is what
there is and trans-dimensional existence is fantastic
fiction. Once in connection with ones higher self
matrix, this perspective is turned around as existence
becomes referenced from a larger context than that of
a “personality-self-in-a-body”.
There is an as below/as above principle here – the “as
below” component would include your mental and
psychological development – but there is only so
much human level “processing” in sorting through
attachments that one can accomplish. Likewise, there
is just so much ordinary human level intellectual and
intuitive “clarity” that one can develop and then
something akin to an act of faith is needed
temporarily. The “as above” component then would
be connection through your higher self to help
complete the circuit and bridge the gap, eventually to
original Creator. Here then is a quality of knowingness
that places all attachments in their proper place and a
high clarity occurs. With it comes a quality of certitude
that makes it possible to transcend what came before.

have also been tracking the emergence of
various types of “self-organizing collectives” in
response to major social, economic, and
planetary environment changes.
Quote: “The supporting sets speak to the issue of
[experience] and [degrees of perception] such
that there appears to be a [schism] which forms
in [planet earth humanity] between those to have
[accepted/integrated/ internalized] the
[”experience”] and those who are either
[oblivious] or [in denial]. This causes humans to
[review] and [appraise] their [personal
allegiance] and [relationships]. The resulting
[change of being] for those who [embrace] the
[”experience”] will mean that many will
[leave/remove family, and previous
acquaintances] as their focus turns to [congenial
fellow travelers/experiencers]. This [life
direction/method] shift is shown with very long
term impacts which go beyond the limit of the
range, or over 20/twenty years.” - from
HalfPastHuman
There is as well, further reference to “contact”
(as in ancient true history of population on
earth as well as “ET” contact). They have also
detected a “human potential” sub-set that
includes “siddhis” and “higher mental powers”.
This is the first evidence from within the 3-d
realm that that offers confirming evidence of a
transformational process we have been seeing
since the later half of last year. What HPH has
not identified is how this could play out and in
what time frame. They do note that it is
regarded as something with long term effects.
In our view their descriptors speak to a likely
bifurcation in humanity - at least for the
foreseeable future.

Positive attachments, such as to ones children, family,
or friends, or to fulfilling experience, etc. are tough to
overcome. The ascension process does not require it
to be either/or, but in the initial stages, attachments prevent access to the process. It is our
destiny as spiritual beings. One more favorite cookie, one more person saved from hunger,
one more walk in the park...
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In terms of local or global community and a heartfelt desire to “make a difference”, it is a
challenge to act with caring and service yet with right detachment. It helps to remember that
most of what is wrong and un-right about the old ways and matrix world cannot be “fixed”.
Much at the higher levels continues to be cleared of the dark influences. Enormous changes
have taken place just in the span of one earth-year. There is now much freer access exists to
the higher realms as referenced from the perspective of the present human 3-d earth reality
now that the main fences and walls erected by the dark have been torn down. This situation
will continue to improve rapidly. For those who are still
Enmeshments – USA National Elections
deeply enmeshed with the matrix world, they will for a
while see mostly growing chaos and troubles amongst
One very simple example in enmeshment in
the societies of humanity, as well as changes to the
the old matrix world can be seen in the USA
planetary environment. This situation provides greater
presidential elections. For decades these
opportunities for more people to reject the old, become
elections have been rigged in various ways –
more open to something new, to make new intentions
from the choice of candidates to parade
for new way of being, and to even act upon these new
before the public and campaign themes to
the manipulation of the election process
intentions. Best to be aware when crossing streets.
What truly matters are ones intentions -- are they for
the highest good? If your heart and mind is of pure
intent, that is what matters most and that you tried your
best. For many people their first step will be to turn
their backs on an increasingly dysfunctional and cruel
system -- "just say no". From this they can be open to
something new --perhaps 180 degrees from what they
formerly thought was the only possible reality. Intention
and how you act upon your intentions, this is what is
important.
We are concerned over those involved with attachments
with the 3-d world since this represents a negative
attractor to many who otherwise would chose a
transformational direction for themselves. There will be
the growing numbers who will be open to non-religious
spirituality who will look around and find many
“storefronts” that look and sound spiritual but are really
false fronts that were positioned and developed over
time under the false influences. Today these carry all
manner of labels and appearances but are
fundamentally unsound. This is discussed further in the
following article on meme control.

itself, including the delegates, parties, redistricting, voter eligibility, access to polls,
and of course outright ballot stuffing. All this
continues today with greater efficiency aided
by digital voting systems and the full
cooperation of the mainstream media.
Today there remains the total nonsense that
is used to lull the habituated voting fraction
of the population into voting: “lesser of evils”,
“someone hopefully a little better”, “women’s
vote”, “black or Hispanic vote”, etc., etc. Then
there are those who cannot see the truth and
think that voting for a corrupt independent or
alternate democrat is a useful “protest vote”.
And of course there is the rationale used by
those campaigning to not vote for national
office, to send a meaningful signal to the
powers that be – a protest vote by not voting.
All of these are enmeshments with the matrix
world and are a form of attachment. It will
not be until there is a more profound
transformation of awareness that sees
beyond the appearances of what passes for
reality, that truly profound social change will
be possible.

There are many who are lulled into thinking that what
their limited awareness “knows” is all there is and so conclude to “make the best of it” and
“get through it” as if there will be some return to “normalcy”. This too is a falsehood that
keeps people enmeshed with the old order. There is a small fraction of people who deliberately
hitched their lives to the powers that be, and a large fraction that is in righteous opposition to
them. This latter group exhibits many natural reactions to ”unrightness”. Of course there are
those among these groups who hope there will be some leader, like a new USA president, who
will be the “lesser of evils” or may actually be a “closet good guy”. But these are all falsehoods.
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To those who identify with a higher vibratory existence: To become enmeshed in socialeconomic struggle for ”justice” does not contribute to moving toward a higher vibratory
existence, nor does it aid the overall process of transformation. In many ways it will be
necessary to walk away from the old order and society at large to better focus on the new
transformational processes. Some will try to keep a foot in both worlds, until circumstances
require otherwise.
We are now at a precious period going into 2011 in which so much can change -- and change
quickly with regard to transformation of our existence.
The question of attachment is central -- attachment to what is deemed to be truth, beauty, and
love and joy discovered in this 3-d existence -- as well as the attachment to trauma, fear, and
all that is deemed not to be truth or joy or love in this existence. These are all attachments to a
way of being that cannot be maintained. Once you shift to a higher level of awareness beauty,
truth, and love take on entirely different meaning and significance – as higher level
counterparts to what these words may have been associated with in ordinary human 3-d
reality.
More and more people will be considering what is important to them as human beings as well
as spiritual beings and will seek or be forced to seek new ways of being with one another and
Earth. Those who are more focused upon the spiritual evolutionary path need to be true to this
impulse. The more thorough the transformational process, the more likely it will be that there
will be more “living bridges” for humanity to leave their old existence. In some ways this is the
most effective way to serve the larger processes of spiritual evolutionary change.

Message to the Near Future: Perseverance with Adversity
This is a high-level notional question in two parts: To what extent can the dark distortions be
removed from the personal and social meme sphere of humanity -- and so that those of humanity
who have a keen vibrational affinity for Earth can evolve without interference, relative to the
present situation?
There are those reading this who will be choosing to persevere through the difficult times
ahead and who will be involved in the building of a new way of life wherever they will be
living. “Building” in this context is more than mere physicality of “doing”, rather it refers to the
totality of what local community and humanity may choose to project forward. Here it will be
by conscious choice and by example. Our research into social-spiritual consciousness and the
discovery of important typologies and ways of bridging differences in society represents one
set of unique insights and strategies for overcoming falsely manipulated differences among
people. (See A New America, An Awakened Future On Our Horizon at www.pfcn.net)
No doubt there will be those who will want to maintain and restore the basis of most of
present day inequality: right of owners to expropriate wealth from the work of others. This
involves ownership of finance, physical property, and intellectual capital. Other than the
danger from “might makes right” survivalism, this precedence of ownership will initially be
one of the most difficult memes to grow out of.
There will be at this level of existence, evidence of a primary bifurcation of humanity – on the
one hand those repeating the old patterns and on the other hand, those who are creating
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something new that is in cooperation with original Source/Creation. There will be those who
will want to think they are creating something new, such as more efficient non-polluting
energy source, but until their core values and beliefs are being informed by connection to
higher self and in cooperation with Creation, their efforts will not represent a spiritually
enlightened and evolved future. There may well be limited, pragmatic value in applying certain
technologies, but our concern here is with the greater underlying patterns and where they
lead.
The problems of developing a new type of social politics, one that can embrace a “civil
spirituality” that acknowledges connection true God/Source/Creator, will also be subtly
challenged by those who will wear the appearances of a “new
“…There are deeply
spirituality” but who will be really be about maintaining the
ingrained/embedded dark force
falsehood of the dark forces. This has already appeared under the
memes and other programming
guise of “integral culture”, “new age”, “new thought”, “spiritual
resident in the human
green”, etc., and even under the banner of “global awakening” and
population. Like a self“oneness”. We are not saying that all those who are involved in
executable computer file these
these tendencies are “bad”, just misled. Many will simply follow a
can emerge and amplified and
new flag that looks more attractive to them than a familiar one of
start the troubles on earth all
over again.”
the old order that they reject.

Crossroads
As long as you are of a sentient life on this Earth there are choices to be made that have
importance to your spiritual energetic matrix and beyond. The net or overall choices made by
the total of individuals who make up humanity have wide implications to true Creation as well.
We are living in the end stages of the evolution of the experiment known as “humanity on
Earth” and it is time to graduate to the next level. The birth process is being amplified as we
are on the final cycles of a rapid and complicated “labor”. The crux of the matter can be
simply stated for humanity and for each person:
 reconnection with Original Source and higher self, or
 separation from Source under the false creation of the dark forces
It can all be distilled to that, as that is what we have come to, our underlying bifurcation point
and major crossing.
As a practical matter, it would be best to assume no "fine print" loopholes in this. Humanity is
now in a new time flow and new energies that specifically do not support the old influences
and paradigm, Rather, they are designed to support new patterns of creation. In considering
the transformational and ascension process, it is tempting to say not to worry, it will all get
sorted out eventually. If we do make a clearer choice and at the very least set our intention to
be clear of all the dark influences, I would like to think that this can facilitates the process. In
my view, it is the very least we can do, rather that keep up the old motions and wait for
everything to change.
Many would ask, if I don’t know whether I am connecting to false creation or true creation?
How can I tell the difference? Doesn’t it take a special kind of seer or psychic, or something
like that? How can I be expected to learn this in such a short time?
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Look around you and look within and ask yourself a few simple questions: What is my true
intention for myself? For others? For humanity? For earth?” For Creation? How do I act or
behave in a society that overall seems at-odds with truth? Am I looking to build up my-self
first? Is success for my-self what is most important? For my children? My clan? My gender? My
belief system? etc. My species? Do I regard being an individual and separate as freedom and
primary to my existence? Can I imagine what this means for the entire human species to base
its collective self on this premise? Is the human species most important? Is my relationship to
my “god” one in which I ask my “god” to be my trump card so I, myself, can “succeed” in
what I desire for myself? Or perhaps I call upon “god” only when in a state of pain or personal
crisis? Perhaps you are full of self-confidence of your own abilities and thus you test yourself
against others, always finding ways to improve yourself.
A Tale of Two Dowsers

Where in all this is your relationship with original Source, and
higher self?
Preservation of self and body is a natural protective
mechanism, self-aggrandizement is not. Self-first
perspectives in the context of omission of partnership with
true Source of Higher Self emanate from dark force
conditioning. While the personality self is a valid and real
aspect of the greater collective self, it has been living in a
reality in which it is unaware of its greater self and regards
itself as the sole and primary self. Due to personality mind
overrides, the divine right and divine urge for direct
connection to higher consciousness, to true Source/God, is
subordinated to manipulative fictions of formal religions. For
those who are non-religious, such a role is fulfilled by various
“teachers” and “gurus” of the “spiritual” or “techno-scientific”
genres.

Drilling for water is expensive and
generally a blind guess. Depth,
direction of flows, and overall expected
water volume at a given level are part
of “the job”.
Two dowsers are engaged, both use
copper clad steel bent welding rods to
locate water. One relies on their own
proven technique to locate water. The
other relies on their spiritual
awareness to allow God work through
them to help find water.
It is the latter dowser who is very exact
and highly successful at locating water
and depth and direction of flow. The
former is only relatively successful
when compared to a well drill operator
who only observes the surface and
nearby well log data and is thus
making an educated guess, although
financially risky to the client.

Thus it is easy to see how true cooperation has been rendered
nearly impossible by these distortions. From research
conducted at the turn of the millennium, 43% of US adults
believed God or higher consciousness was separate from
themselves. Given this, it is no wonder that as people begin to
seek something more and look beyond their personality ego-self, various teachings are
promoted that purport to address this deep longing for awakened reunion and ascension – yet
really feed a focus on self with promises and premises that are rooted in separation from
original Source.
Consider asking within yourself each day, and with focused intent to be cleared of
interferences, to connect with your higher self, and to connect to higher self and original
Source. This will help start a new process for you. At times you may encounter issues with
your personality mind or lower personality levels. Ask for help from your higher self to help
reassure your 3-d self that there is no loss, only growth.
~~~
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Public Online Forum
Bringing Together Awakened Community

Home page: http://www.newearthsummit.org
Main forum page: http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/
A forum that is free of advertisements and includes various thematic boards including:







Special Articles to Consider

Awakened Conscious Community

Health and Harmony

Predictions of Future Events

General Discussion

Books, videos, and music - Member reviews

Spirituality, Transformation, and Ascension
Dreams and Visions and Future Viewing
World and National Events
Changes in Planetary and Space Environments
Sites of Special Interest – Weblinks

Contributors can submit material to posting. At present we have limited new posts and
have been mainly tracking significant news and information about the changing human
and planetary environment. Anyone can read what is posted. Submit material for posting
by e-mail to: newearth@newearthsummit.org .
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